
Hello,
MY BRILLIANT FRIENDS.









Mediocrity



medius + ocris



“Premature 
optimization is the 

ROOT of all evil.” 
- Donald Knuth





“What you do EVERY DAY 
matters more than what you 

do once in a while.” 
GRETCHEN RUBIN 



Mediocrity doesn’t 
just HAPPEN,  

it’s chosen over time.



Brilliance  
DEMANDS 
Discipline



Brilliance  
DEMANDS 
BRAVERY!



7 deadly
 sins



AIMLESSNESS







UNCERTAINTY



POV
(HAVE ONE, PLEASE.)



PRODUCTIVE 
PASSION



THE NOTABLES



 { What ANGERS you? }



{ What makes you CRY? }



{ What gives you HOPE? }



DEFINE YOUR 
BATTLES



 “What OUTCOME am I  
truly committed to?”



BOREDOM





PiNG



24,000



66.6



66.6



BE FIERCELY 

CURIOUS



“I’m so glad I just 
spent 15 minutes 
reading all of the 

comments on that 
Instagram post!” 

NO ONE, EVER



FILL YOUR 
WELL



BE 
UNREACHABLE 

(SOMETIMES)



ASK 
(INCONVENIENT)  
QUESTIONS



“When will I be  
  UNREACHABLE?”



“How will I feed  
my CURIOSITY?”



 COMFORT



The love of COMFORT 
is often the enemy 

of greatness.



Growth 
 (and INNOVATION)



DISCOVERY

EMULATION

DIVERGENCE

CRISIS



“Where am I in   
  THESE STAGES?”



“What new SKILL 
would re-invigorate 

me?”



DO 
IT



 DELUSION



 BE HONEST WITH  
 YOURSELF







Your greatest potential 
to cause damage as a 

leader is DIRECTLY tied to 
your biggest insecurity.



 “What am I doing 
right now that 
doesn’t seem 

LIKE ME?”



 EGO



 “HUBRIS BORN OF SUCCESS” 
JIM COLLINS







BE CONFIDENTLY  
ADAPTABLE



“Have I become 
INFLEXIBLE  

because of ego?”



FEAR





 “Fear is often the smell  
of OPPORTUNITY.” 

 
Brian Tome



DISCUSS  
TRUE RISK  

TO DISPEL  
PERCEIVED RISK.



“Am I artificially 
ESCALATING 
planks?”



 GUARDEDNESS



STAY  
 CONNECTED



“By forming a party, by melting into some 
group, we avoid not only conscience, but 

martyrdom. This is why fear of others 
dominates this world. No one dares to be a 
GENUINE SELF; everyone is hiding in some 

kind of ‘togetherness.’” 

Søren Kierkegaard





PUT AWAY 
YOUR GUN



FORM YOUR 
COLLECTIVE



MIRROR



 CIRCLE



“Who should I  
CONNECT with… NOW?”



7 deadly
 sins



7 deadly
 sins

AIMLESSNESS 
BOREDOM 
COMFORT 
DELUSION 
EGO 
FEAR 
GUARDEDNESS



 WHY ?





“There can be an intense egoism in following 
everyone else. People are in a HURRY to 

magnify themselves by IMITATING what is 
popular, and too lazy to think of anything better. 
Hurry ruins saints as well as artists. They want 

QUICK SUCCESS and they are in such a hurry 
to get it that they cannot take time to be TRUE 
TO THEMSELVES. And when the madness is 

upon them, they argue that their very haste is a 
species of integrity.” 

THOMAS MERTON







DIE EMPTY
 Thank You!

TODDHENRY.COM


